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DIVID END S:  DON’T  FOLLOW YIELD S IG N S ON THE ROAD TO GROWTH 

Over the long term, dividends have risen along with earnings.
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CHART 1. DIVIDENDS HAVE GROWN STEADILY OVER THE 
LAST SEVERAL DECADES
DIVIDEND GROWTH ON THE S&P 500 INDEX, 1945–2014 

CHART 2. HISTORICALLY, DIVIDENDS HAVE BEEN LESS 
VOLATILE THAN THE MARKET
$100 INVESTED IN THE S&P 500: GROWTH AND ANNUAL INCOME, 
2008–2013

Source: Bloomberg and Lord Abbett calculations. Source: Bloomberg.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The historical data are for illustrative purposes only to illustrate the historical performance S&P 500 stocks according to their dividend policy, and do not represent the performance of any Lord Abbett mutual fund or any 
particular investment, and are not intended to predict or depict future results.

The value of an investment in fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. As interest rates fall, the prices of debt securities tend to rise. As rates rise, prices tend to fall.

Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment. There is no guarantee that investors will experience the type of performance reflected above. Due to 
market volatility, the market may not perform in a similar manner in the future.

Dividends are not guaranteed and may be increased, decreased, or suspended altogether at the discretion of the issuing company.

In last week’s Market View, we learned that while a bond portfolio 
can provide a fairly steady source of income, a stock portfolio could 
provide an income stream that grows over the long run. This is 
because while the interest payments on a bond portfolio remain 
unchanged in the short run, dividend income has the chance to 
grow as the value of the stock portfolio appreciates. 

In fact, the dividends paid on a $10,000 portfolio invested in the 
S&P 500® Index in 1976 would today be nearly four times higher 
because the value of that portfolio would have risen to more than 
$200,000—even though the dividend yield on the S&P 500 has 
actually declined over this period. 

We should also note, however, that thinking of dividends only in 
terms of dividend yield can be a little misleading. In fact, income 
investors would be wise to consider their dividends in terms of 
“raw” dollars, not dividend yield. 

Dividend payments are driven not by yield but by earnings. Over 
the long term, as earnings rise, dividends are likely to grow, 
assuming a company leaves its dividend-payout ratio unchanged. 
Of course, a company’s dividend may decline, especially if the 
company experiences a drop in profits, but as long as it keeps its 

dividend-payout ratio steady, its dividends will rise along with its 
earnings. So, in reality, it is earnings growth that drives dividend 
growth, not dividend yield, and not the value of the stock. 

Chart 1 illustrates the magnitude of this exponential growth over 
the long run. Dividends per share on the S&P 500 amounted to 
$0.71 in 1945, but by 2014, they had risen to more than $38.50, an 
increase of more than 5,300%. The average annual increase over 
this period was 6.3%. However, due to market volatility, the market 
may not perform in a similar manner in the future.

Historically, the growth over shorter periods has been notewor-
thy as well, with dividends more than tripling since 1990 and more 
than doubling since 2000. Incidentally, as Chart 1 indicates, dividend 
growth has outpaced inflation over this period as well.

Of course, one of the appeals of bond portfolios has been that, 
historically, they have produced a stream of income that is more 
or less steady. But note that while companies may choose to cut 
their dividends, they are often very reluctant to do so, even during 
a severe recession. Since 1945, in fact, dividends on the S&P 500 
have declined only seven times. And of these, only one amounted to 
a drop of more than 5%. This means that the dividend-income 
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stream may hold up reasonably well even when the stock market 
experiences a correction. This was evident after the financial crisis 
of 2008–09. As Chart 2 shows, even though the market experienced 

a severe correction, the dividend income dropped by a much smaller 
amount in percentage terms. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

A Note about Risk: The value of investments in equity securities will fluctuate in response to general economic conditions and to changes in the prospects of particular companies and/or sectors in the economy. While growth 
stocks are subject to the daily ups and downs of the stock market, their long-term potential as well as their volatility can be substantial. Value investing involves the risk that the market may not recognize that securities are 
undervalued and may not appreciate as anticipated. Smaller companies tend to be more volatile and less liquid than larger companies. Small cap companies may also have more limited product lines, markets, or financial 
resources and typically experience a higher risk of failure than large cap companies. The value of an investment in fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. As 
interest rates fall, the prices of debt securities tend to rise. As rates rise, prices tend to fall.

Dividend payout ratio is the portion of net income that is paid to shareholders as dividends. 

Dividend yield is equal to the dividend divided by the stock price. Dividend yield is one measure of a stock’s value. A high dividend yield may indicate that a stock is relatively inexpensive.

No investing strategy can overcome all market volatility or guarantee future results.

The Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index composed of securities from the Barclays Government/Corporate Bond Index, Mortgage-Backed Securities Index, and Asset-Backed Securities Index. Total 
return comprises price appreciation/depreciation and income as a percentage of the original investment. Indexes are rebalanced monthly by market capitalization.

The S&P 500® Index is widely regarded as the standard for measuring large cap U.S. stock market performance and includes a representative sample of leading companies in leading industries.

Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.

The opinions in Market View are as of the date of publication, are subject to change based on subsequent developments, and may not reflect the views of the firm as a whole. The material is not intended to be relied upon as a 
forecast, research, or investment advice, is not a recommendation or offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy, and is not intended to predict or depict the performance of any investment. Readers 
should not assume that investments in companies, securities, sectors, and/or markets described were or will be profitable. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. This document is prepared based on the 
information Lord Abbett deems reliable; however, Lord Abbett does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the information. Investors should consult with a financial advisor before making an investment decision.
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